Webinar on Emerging Trends in Law by Ms. Roop Loomba General Counsel India and
South-Asia Rolls Royce
August 10, 2020School Updates, Webinars
DY Patil Deemed to be University, School of Law had organized an interactive webinar
session on 12th July 2020 with guest for the webinar was Ms. Roop Loomba, General Counsel
India and South-Asia Rolls Royce.
Ms. Roop Loomba is the general counsel of India and South-Asia for the company of Rolls
Royce. She is in100 top General Counsel in India, top 100 most powerful women in the legal
profession, as per the World IP Forum. She has 20 years of experience in the legal profession
and is the founder of Loomba Legal Services. She has the general counsel for Philips,
Whirlpool, Unilever, Trade Mark operations at Castrol India LTD, advisor to Punjab
Government Corporation. Ms. Roop had won 2 CEO awards and Philips Excellence
Competition.

Her roles and duties as a lawyer in Rolls Royce, involves strategic business advice,
contractual support, important decisions while business management, all the departments are
in a way dependent on the legal department. It is a very powerful and empowering role that
one performs as an in-house lawyer. She is responsible for the deployment of ethics and
compliance policies in the company. Added to that is the responsibility of making the legal
department functioning.

Ms. Roop also works for the panel of Punjab Government Corporations. She has also worked
for the trademark cases of Castrol India Ltd. Her work was to file cases against the
counterfeit of trademarks. When working with Hindustan Unilever Ltd. she had joined as a
general manager. Her responsibility was to oversee 9 factories, their supply chain laws, labor
laws, and litigations that would come up.
Ms. Roop had done her LLB from Punjab University. Her family was her biggest support
system. She had done her Bachelors in Biotechnology and after that, she tried for Law Exam
and her parents supported her decision. It was hard work and persuasion that helped her excel
in this field. She strongly supports that if one is hungry for performing better then no one can
hold you back. It is very necessary to enjoy your work.
Ms. Roop Loomba believes that law is the most empowering profession of all. One of her
most challenging cases was a PIL she had filed where she had argued against a senior
counsel. She was able to get an order against the responding party.
She even briefed about the corporate sector of law. She said that the corporate sector of the
legal firms is very encouraging and accepting for women. It is a very time demanding field
and would require one to invest 8-10 hours and would need to travel a lot.
Ms. Roop also discussed the importance of internships for a law student as they help a
student to be ready before in hand for their corporate world. Students should take their
internships very seriously. For students who are confused to choose between civil, criminal,
or corporate legal aspects, Ms. Roop advised them to start their career with at least 1-2 years
of court practice and keep looking out for opportunities. Keep giving interviews and never
get disheartened from failures.
Ms. Roop strongly discourages Google lawyers and advises them to go thoroughly across all
the written material. Students should divide their week and make sure that they visit different
courts every day and start absorbing the art of precise writing. Once a student learns that they
are ready for on-point drafting.
To sum up the session, Ms. Roop Loomba praised the School of Law for preparing their
students for the future. The students will be equipped with the desired skill-set for e-courts,
well in advance.

Webinar on “Law: Successful Career Option ” with Ms.Parveen Mahtani
August 10, 2020School Updates, Webinars
On 26th July 2020, DY Patil Deemed to be University, School of Law had organized an
interactive webinar session “Law: Successful Career Option”, with Ms. Parveen Mahtani,
Chief Legal Officer at Mahindra Lifespace Developers Ltd. The webinar was conducted on
the ZOOM platform at 4:00 PM.

Ms. Parveen had completed her LLB from Government Law College, Mumbai, and has
worked with firms like Desai and Devanji, Nitish Desai and Associates, Vice-President Legal
at Lodha Developers Pvt. Ltd., Vice-President Legal for Wadiya Group of Companies, Head
Legal and Compliance for TATA Housing Company Ltd and TATA Realty and
Infrastructure Ltd. She specializes in Dispute resolution, business strategy, contractual

agreement, and legal advice. Her role at Mahindra Lifespace Developers Ltd. Includes
various types of contracts drafting, buying the land, providing sound advice, and guide and
advise the company to protect the brand of the company.
She strongly believes that every advocate should work in the corporate sector as it improves
their drafting skills and for women, it is very supportive. For Ms. Pareveen, the corporate had
helped her balance both her personal and professional life judiciously. With a strong family
support system, she was able to come so far in the legal sector.
Her advice to anybody taking the law is that you need to know the law in every circumstance.
Law is something which should be a compulsory subject and everyone should be aware of
them. She strongly believes that “Your father is the last person you want to be dependent on”.
She also advised the parents of law students to constantly support their children. Law has
completely evolved and is full of numerous opportunities for everyone. Internships, as said
by Ms. Parveen Mahtani are an integral part of the law course. They help one built contacts,
meet other professionals and improve overall legal knowledge. She also enlightened everyone
about the importance of drafting skills in a legal career. It’s a practice which shall be done
every
day.
She also urged all the students to improve their technical skills and the future belongs to
virtual courtrooms and virtual meetings. Every student must specialize in these skills. She
also congratulated DY Patil Deemed to be University School of Law for their unique and
advanced teaching pattern consisting of paperless education, frequent court visits, virtual
classroom, and citation study.

Webinar on WOMEN RIGHTS AND LAW EDUCATION with Dr. Kiran Bedi
August 10, 2020School Updates, Webinars
On 30th July 2020, DY Patil Deemed to be University, School of Law had organized an
interactive webinar session on topic WOMEN RIGHTS AND LAW EDUCATION, and
invited guest speaker was Hon’ble Lt. Governor. Dr. Kiran Bedi and HonorableDr. Vijay
Patil sir, President, DY Patil Deemed to be University, Nerul , Navi Mumbai his presence in
session had immensely enhanced its importance.
The webinar was initiated with the National Anthem, the respectful introduction of two
dignitaries, tribute video played for Hon’ble Lt. Governor. Dr. Kiran Bedi and followed by a
webinar session in an interview form, with Adv. Abhilasha Amar Mane.

HonorableDr. Vijay Patil sir, President, D Y Patil Deemed to be University, Nerul,Navi
Mumbai welcomed chief guest and shared his vision and mission about university. As well as
shared importance of sports, health, and life on campus.
Hon’ble Lt. Governor Dr. Kiran Bedi chief guest at the forum of, DY Patil Deemed to be
University Nerul, Navi Mumbai is currently posted as Lieutenant Governor for the Union
Territory of Puducherry is a law graduate master and a PhD Scholar. She was the Asian
Tennis championship at the age of 22, first woman police officer of India, and has worked
with UN in their peacekeeping initiatives, founder of two NGOs Navjyoti and India Vision
Foundation. She has received the prestigious President’s Police Medal, United Nations Medal
and many more. She is the author of many famous books like ‘It’s Always Possible’, ‘What
Went Wrong?’ and many more.
Hon’ble Lt. Governor Dr. Kiran Bedi narrated her journey to the present attendees. She came
from a time when it was time of the boys, every possible benefit went to the boys but she
belonged to a very illustrious family. Her family always supported that every person is here
for a flight and her these roots invested into her character development, education and future
building. There was always a clarity of vision in her family, which was them embedded in her
character too. Her mother insisted on her doing the law degree, so that it would be an
additional support system for her. She had joined the Indian Police Service as an Asian
Tennis Champion and had stamina more than many men present there. Even she did not
know that she would be the first woman there. Her reason to choose the service was a
sensitivity towards the cause of working for justice.
Her inspiration to all the girls is that to choose the career of their choice. As of now in our
nation there is no provision for aptitude test for a career choice, so choosing a career should
be based on the free choice of the child and not just because the family is in the same
business. She strongly believes law as a career is one of the toughest one as it necessitates the
habit of reading and being updated with the current scenarios. For all the girls who wish to be
a part of the legal profession, the opportunities are endless and Hon’ble Lt. Governor Dr.
Kiran Bedi hopes to see many more females in the prosecution, defendant side and also in the
judge’s bench. Law, as per Hon’ble Lt. Governor Dr. Kiran Bedi the only way helps one
become an even more responsible citizen. For her, when she did her LLB, it helped her
connect all the legal provisions and then guide her department in an even proper way.
On the topic of women’s right, Hon’ble Lt. Governor Dr. Kiran Bedi boldly contended that
the Constitution already has placed women on the equal pale as that of a man. It’s only the
equal opportunities that is a question in the scenario. But due to the covid pandemic, the
curve has been flattened. If the girl wishes to learn anything, nothing can stop her now. Yes,
family support is necessary and a girl should be responsible for her own action. Even if her
family holds her down, she must act for it and cannot hide behind such excuses.
Her views on the topic of addiction of today’s youth, to narcotics and drugs, was that they
must realize that, what they are looking for is a temporary high. But the temporary high puts
them down substantially low. It weakens their whole body, brings them into wrong friend
circle and makes their body dependent on that certain substance. It soaks up the complete
energy of that being and makes them frail. Instead they should for the permanent high, which
is education. They must understand the value of time and energy. Once they understand what

they are losing they would have lost a lot of time and therefore they need help. Centres must
be established in order to guide them and help them out of this, making them an asset for the
nation.

The session concluded with vote of thanks to guest speaker Hon’ble Lt. Governor. Dr. Kiran
Bedi ,HonorableDr. Vijay Patil sir, President, D Y Patil Deemed to be University, Nerul ,
Navi Mumbai and other dignitaries was proposed by Adv. Abhilasha Amar Mane . lastly
program came to an end with the National Anthem

LAW – A Successful Career Option
July 10, 2020Uncategorized, Webinars
Counseling webinar session on “LAW – A SUCCESSFUL CAREER OPTION” was
organized by School of Law on 5th July 2020 with renowned Adv. Abha Singh in
conversation with Adv. Abhilasha Mane, Asst. Prof. School of law
Adv. Abha Singh is a reputable civil servant, a social worker, an advocate in the Bombay
High Court. She is a bureaucrat turned lawyer.Adv. Abha Singh completed her LLB from
Mumbai University and MPhil in child rights from Jawaharlal University, Delhi. She had
started her career as a custom appraiser in Mumbai Custom House in the year 1991. In 1994
she cleared the UPSC examination and joined the Indian Postal Services. She is a part of
some of the most high profile celebrity cases like the Salman Khan hit and run case, Sanjay
Dutt’s undue influence on the Bombay Serial Bomb Blast case, AIB roast case, Disability
PIL, Punch Pyao Demolition case. Abha ma’am has also been outspoken about the LGBT
rights, menstrual leave for women, adultery, pothole menace in Mumbai, impact of Me-too
on the Corporate world. She is also the writer of the book “Stree: DashaaurDisha”. She also
founder the legal aid NGO for women, named “Rann Samar”.
Adv. Abha Singh firmly believes in the power of passion. Her motivation behind joining the
law field even after a successful career in Civil Services, was her passion to study the laws of
our nation. Her “never say die spirit” always kept her inspired. Ma’am finds the legal field
even more satisfying than the civil services as it satisfies the soul, by helping those in need to
fight for the injustice done to them.
She also spoke about the famous PanchamPyao and how within just two days she was able to
get a stay on the BMC order to demolish the panchampyao. Adv. Abha Singh also spoke at
length about the Salman Khan hit and run case and AIB roast case.
Adv. Abha Singh firmly believes that the legal field is quite gender neutral. It is only the
merit and hard work that counts. Though there aren’t many female judges in court, but
besides from that law as a profession is very supportive for the women as well. In fact women
make better lawyers because of the compassion. When a client approaches them with an
issue, they not only hear it but also feel it. They show empathy and thereby make a better
lawyer.
Adv. Abha Singh also spoke about the importance of internship for a student. It is during the
internship that a law student get a practical knowledge in the field and get prepared for the
future practice.
The session was therefore summed up with an inspiring message to all the law students by
Adv. Abha Singh and the vote of thanks was delivered by Adv. Abhilasha Mane.

Webinar on Explore Careers in Cyber Law
July 6, 2020School Updates, Webinars
DY Patil Deemed to be University, School of Law organized an informative webinar
“Explore Careers in Cyber Law” on 20th June 2020. Our guest for the webinar was Ms N. S.
Nappinai, Advocate Supreme Court of India, Founder of Cyber Sathi and advisor to
Maharashtra Government for cyber safety with a conversation with Adv. Abhilasha Mane,
Asst Prof School of Law.
Ms N. S. Nappinai expertise in criminal, constitutional and cyber laws. She is also the
Amicus Curiae for the Supreme Court i.e. friend of the court. She has been appointed to
inform the court in order to help the Court pass an informed judgement. She has even
authored a book on cyber laws named “Technology Laws decoded”.
Ms. N. S. Nappinai shared her experience of the start-up of her practice in 1991. She then did
9 years of practice in Madras High Court. Her reading habit from school time itself helped
her excel even further in this field. in the year 2000, she moved to Mumbai and started her
practise in Bombay High Court. She had started her practise in criminal law but after shifting
to Bombay, language became a problem for practising in criminal law so she then started
exploring and that’s how she started her practise in corporate law with AmarchandMangaldas
Law firm.
Ms N. S. Nappinaibelieves that it is just the passion of an advocate that will help him achieve
success. The best part about this field is that it is completely gender-neutral and equal
opportunities are available in every sector of the legal field.
Her book was intended to democratise the field of cyber law. She has been in this sector even
before the inception of IT act 2000. So she had been delivering lectures about the subject but
then she realised that for imparting her years of experience to the upcoming fresher’s, it was
necessary for her to compile it all in a book. The book was then released with the name
“Technology Laws decoded”.
Cyber Sathi is an initiative started by Nappinai Ma’am intended to empower the masses about
the knowledge of cyber laws.Ma’am also spoke about hacking and ethical hacking. She
enlightened the students about the protocols each and every person using the internet should
follow.Her approach towards cyber bullying and online blackmailing were exemplary.
Ms. N. S. Nappinaieven presented her views stating that for women, the field of law is the
perfect one because they can start back from where they had stopped, instead of starting from
the very beginning. It’s just passion that one must follow in order to excel in this field. The
first few years of struggle will help you learn about the field and help understand the
methodology of law. She even stressed on the importance of complete knowledge of the facts
along with the law for an advocate to present the arguments confidently and effectively.
Nappinai ma’am concluded by delivering a message to the parents as well, asking them to be
cyber sathi for their kids. Empower them, help them and acknowledge them about the digital
bad touch as well. She even advised the kids to be cautious on social media and speak and

post everything very carefully as everything is recorded and archived. Stay protected and stay
safe.

Webinar on 15th June 2020
June 25, 2020School Updates, Webinars
The students of DY Patil Deemed to be University. School of Law, under the guidance of
Chancellor Hon’bleDr. Vijay Patil Sir had organized an interactive session on 15th june 2020
to share their experiences of life on campus. The webinar was conducted via a zoom app and
six students from the School of Law had shared their journey so far on the campus of the
School of Law.
The webinar commenced with an introduction speech by LavanyaPanicker, a secondsemester student of the BA LLB course. She spoke about her inspiration behind taking law as
a career and even shared how even during the lockdown, frequent webinars are being
conducted in order to help students keep in touch with their studies and curriculum. She was
delighted to even head the organizing committee of various national events conducted by the
School of Law. She concluded by introducing two more national events, which are to be
organized by the School of Law i.e. the National PIL Drafting Competition and Negotiation
Competition.
Followed by Miss Sarah Kadri, a second-semester student of LLB course she shared some of
her views about the unique teaching methods followed by the university, how while
completing one of her projects, she interviewed an eminent Solicitor because of which she
got an opportunity to learn a lot about the NDPS Act. She also spoke about how helpful and
supportive the faculties are at the School of Law.
Followed by DivyaThorat of Second semester, BA LLB. She shared being a shy girl in
school, she spoke at length about how the college helped her get rid of her stage fright and
turn her into a confident public speaker. She even spoke about some of the most memorable
webinars conducted by School of Law during the lockdown and how these webinars helped
her get in-depth knowledge about the judiciary, criminal laws, working of the police system
opportunities for women in this field and the corporate sector of the law field. She concluded
by saying that at DY Patil University School of Law she gets the grooming necessary for a
law student to turn into an excellent lawyer in the future.
Then followed by Kartik Patel, a second-semester student of BA LLB course. He spoke about
how beautiful he found the campus to be, the very first time he visited the university, and
about how delicious the food is the canteens of our university. He then shared his enjoyable
experiences of the Amritsar-Manali trip, which was organized by the college in the month of
February. Their visit to Golden Temple, Wagha Border, Solang Valley, VashishtKund, and
Mall Road were some of the experiences which he spoke about.
Then AdvaitPurandre, a second-semester student of BA LLB. Advait was delighted to share
his journey of choosing law as a career and his decision of choosing DY Patil University. He
even spoke about his experiences in the huge campus of School of Law, with the Virtual
Classrooms, Audio-Visual Learning interface, and the Learning Management System.
The webinar was concluded by Vaishali Sharma, a second-semester student of the BCOM
LLB course. She spoke about all the events conducted in the School of Law, but also shared
some of the pictures clicked by the students, of the University. She talked about the

Constitution Day celebration, visit Bombay High Court and Sessions Court, Debate
Competition, PLV training Camp, and the IV trip to Amritsar and Manali.
The session was summed up, with students delivering the vote of thanks and being thankful
toward the University for giving them a platform to share their respective journeys.

Webinar on Prospects of Law
June 19, 2020School Updates, Webinars
DY Patil Deemed to be University. School of Law, under the guidance of Hon’ble Chancellor
Dr. Vijay Patil had organised an informative webinar session “Prospects of Law: A valuable
career option” on 14th June 2020. Our guest for the webinar was Hon’bleDr. Gyanendra
Kumar Sharma, Director of Uttarakhand Judicial and Legal Academy and Member Secretary
of Uttarakhand State Legal Services Authority, Nainital. Gyanendra Sir is a writer, researcher
and an eminent personality of Indian Judiciary System. PhD in Law and has a vast experience
of 35 years of services in legal field. Quoted his mantra with the students “while joining the
legal services, one should join without Adamency, Arrogance and the feeling of Perfection”.
Judicial Services requires kindness and generosity and he even shared a fun fact that while
exercising these, our body releases oxytocin which even eases our mind.
Posting in different parts of the nation would make sure that he would also learn the local
languages there which served as a beneficial point for him to connect with the people who
have approached him to get justice. He also advised the students to develop good
communication skills so that they are actually able to connect with the each and every section
of the society. His theory of giving timely justice is exemplary. He believes that the
advocates of the nation should have a consensus with the judges on how to decide the cases
promptly.
Being a PhD in jurisprudence, when he was asked about his views on feminist jurisprudence,
Sir said that we don’t require women empowerment. We actually need men empowerment to
teach them how to treat women and leave alone giving them rights but at least allow them to
exercise their rights and them independent instead of simply showing sympathy.
Believes that legal field has endless opportunities. Now the students enrolling pursue law as a
passion and this is so because of a sound legal education system in India. In fact, it is number
one career option in our nation currently. The Bar Council of India is also developing new
plans for the capacity building of advocates. For aspirants in legal field the sky is the limit.
Shared his experiences with some of the most challenging cases he had judged in his career.
He had on the very first day of his posting in Kolkata he had provided a poor family, thrown
out of his house by his landlord with an advocate and a stay order so that he could at least
have shelter. He even advised the young law aspirants to always shown kindness to those in
need and take judicial service not as a job but as a service towards the society.
Being law students,Hon’bleDr. Gyanendra Kumar Sharma sir suggested to explore each and
every field of law in the initial years and then decide which prospect of law suits them the
most. Internship plays an important role in this because it helps them get a jest of what an
actual practise would look like.
For those who wish to be a judge in a law court, Sir advised them to just study 12 hour a day,
every day for 6 months with complete dedication and focus, one can clear the National
Judiciary Exam that too in all 28 states. Also to get a lead on others, one should score higher
in the language papers.

The webinar was ended on the note that an institute is not build by bricks and walls but by
students, and Sir advised the students to learn not only the theory but also the practical
knowledge as well. Students are the future of judiciary in India and they are to inculcate the
human values in them.

Webinar on PIL Drafting and Execution

June 26, 2020School Updates, Webinars
On 17th June 2020, DY Patil Deemed to be University. School of Law organized the
informative workshop on PIL drafting and execution. Adv. Piyush Maheshwari and Adv.
Ashish Anand, assistant professors at the School of Law had compered the event and guided
the numerous attendees about the dynamics and execution of a Public Interest
Litigation(PIL).
The workshop was inaugurated by Adv. Piyush, by first introducing the topic and sharing the
basics of a PIL. She then went on to explain the jurisdiction of a PIL, the courts in which it
can be filed under Article 32 and 226 of the Indian Constitution, some famous landmark
judgments, and the benefits and drawbacks of a PIL.
Followed by Adv. Ashish took over to explain the proper format in which a PIL is supposed
to be drafted. He had created a PowerPoint presentation with the help of which he had
explained to the audience, how to elaborate and present each and every component of a PIL
in an organized manner. The purpose of this was to teach the attendees, the skill of drafting a
PIL and executing it in a court of law.
The workshop was concluded with the announcement of National PIL Drafting and
Execution, which is to be organized by DY Patil Deemed to be University School of Law.
The topic of the competition is “End to Animal Abuse”. It’s rules and regulations, the case
for the competition on which PIL is to be drafted, and the instructions with regards to rafting
of the PIL were explained by Adv. Piyush Maheshwari. The students were then provided with
the registration link in order to allow them to register for the competition and make this event
a great success.

Webinar on Career in Judicial Services
June 12, 2020School Updates, Webinars

DY Patil Deemed to be University, School of Law organized counseling webinar session on
“CAREER IN JUDICIAL SERVICES” on 7th June 2020 with guest speaker Honourable Atul
Kumar Saxena, Presently Principal District & Sessions
Honorable Atul Kumar Saxena, Com(Hons.) & M. A in Public Administration. LL.B in the
year 1990 from AJMER, Presently Principal District & Sessions judge, Jhalawar. 30 years
long experience in the field of law as an advocate & Judge. In the beginning, sir practiced as
an Advocate for 2 years. Later joined Rajasthan judicial service in 1993 as a civil judge &
judicial magistrate. Served as CMJ in Hanumangarh, Chittorgarh, Dungarpur& Jaipur. Also
served as special judge Anti-corruption cases, Judge Family court, Judge at Motor Accident
Claim Tribunal, judge NDPS cases. FURTHER Principal district and session’s judge,
Jhunjhunu. So three generations are judges. Special interest in civil cases.
OBJECTIVE:
To understand working OF Judicial System of India, Supreme Court, High Court, District
Court, and Subordinate Courts, law and rules, challenging cases as a judge, a career in the
Indian judiciary system, life after being in judiciary services, Job role and duties as a
DISTRICT & SESSIONS JUDGE, Role of internships, child go for civil, criminal, corporate,
or what else, qualifications are required for getting into JUDGE, Challenges faced after
becoming judge ETC. The session was very interactive and students came up with questions.

Webinar on Career of Lawyers in Media
June 12, 2020School Updates, Webinars
DY Patil Deemed to be University, School of Law organized a counseling webinar session on
“CAREER OF LAWYERS IN MEDIA” on 6th June 2020. Media is the “fourth estate” of

democracy and it plays a pivotal role in ensuring justice and benefits of the government
policies reach the interior sections of the society. They act as a chain between the government
and the citizens of the country, people have faith in media. To understand the role of a lawyer
in media a very famous General Counsel of the media industry and eminent personality and
who believes in the Goal is to achieve and excel in whatever I do !!!. School of Law was
honored to introduce guest speaker respected Rajkumar Varier, General Counsel ABP News
for webinar session on “CAREER OF LAWYERS IN MEDIA”.
Respected Rajkumar Varier, LLB from Delhi University, Currently General Counsel and
Vice President at ABP News, India’s head, Corporate Lawyer with over 20 years’ experience,
Worked as Vice President star India, Group General Counsel, DEN network ltd, General
Counsel, SAMSUNG, GM legal and regulatory for Bharti Airtel Limited, Expertise in
Handled Litigations and Regulatory Investigations, headed and Responsible for the Legal and
compliance function, Senior level, and Top Management decision-maker.
The objective of webinar was weather degree in Law a good career path, what are Benefits
and various challenges, challenging cases related to media for violation of laws, Various
fields to explore after a law degree, How one can get into a corporate job, role and duties of a
lawyer in media house like ABP news and shared his experienced and gave a valuable
suggestion to students and parents.

Webinar on Introduction to Research Writing
June 3, 2021Research Cell, Uncategorized, Webinars
An ardent webinar session was organized by DY Patil Deemed to be University, School of
Law, to upskill and edify law students across the country on the topic of ‘Research Writing’
which was scheduled on 1st June 2021 at 2.00 pm. The agenda of the Law School was to

tutor and train budding lawyers to participate and engage themselves in research writing and
give them coaching on putting forth their claims and views on paper. The session was
presided over by respected SEJAL YADAV, M.Phil in Political Science & a Ph.D. Scholar
for Political Science, in conversation with Adv. Abhilasha Mane (Asst. Professor, School of
Law) gave a brief introduction about the respected guest followed by a Question-Answer
session by Adv. Piyush Maheshwari where the guest of honor would address the queries and
inquisitive questions proposed by the students.
The initial session focussed on ma’am’s life Journey and her aspiration to be one of the finest
research scholars in her proposed arena of studies. Ma’am stressed various facets of
researching like exploring and investigating the intricate issues, preparing viewpoints, and
also the determination and the interest to discover the core arenas of a topic at an initial level.
Respected Ma’am indulged herself into writing various Research papers both at the National
as well as the International level and the kind of exposure one gets by facing such huge and
exhaustive comprehensive study at a student level. Ma’am also focussed on the kinds of
hurdles and obstacles that a student usually comes across when he is exposed to writing
research papers at an initial level.
Respected Ma’am further went on to give a vivid outlook on the advantages and benefits of
writing research papers for a law student as the core quality of a good lawyer is both to be a
good researcher as well as a good drafter. Further, the webinar was followed by a wideranging and exclusive introductory session by respected Sejal ma’am which lasted for about
45 minutes where respected ma’am through a PowerPoint presentation focused on the topics
like What is Research, Importance of the research, Implications of Ph.D. and M. Phil degrees
in research, the outcomes of research writing and many more exhaustive themes and arenas
of research writing. During this session, ma’am also threw light on the fact that one should
choose a research topic and the research degree from the interiors and it should not be a
compulsion for students to write a research paper. Also, ma’am enlightened students on the
task and importance of a researcher in a moot court competition specifically for law students
and how this role is significant to the upcoming lawyers.
This crucial session was attended by the respected Professors of the School of Law, Adv.
Abhilasha Mane, Adv. Piyush Maheshwari &Adv.Ashish Anand. Many budding lawyers and
law students from across the country were present during this informative session to gain
great insights on writing a research paper in a law school.
In the end, our respected Professor Adv. Abhilasha Mane, thanked the guest of Honor, for her
valuable inputs in expressing such a knowledgeable and informative session and asked
Ma’am to further conduct an in-depth workshop on Research Writing for the budding
lawyers. Finally, Ms. Lavanya Panicker, General Secretary, School of Law, revealed an
exciting and thrilling activity for the students by announcing the upcoming 1 st National
Research Article Writing Competition which was organized by the School of Law.
Additionally, she informed the themes and submission details of the Competition with a
PowerPoint presentation. Further, she expressed her gratitude towards the Organising
Committee of the School of Law as well as the audience for their constant support and
encouragement to attend such enriching sessions by expressing the Vote of Thanks.

Webinar on Importance of Mooting in Law Schools
March 19, 2021Uncategorized, Webinars
A zealous webinar session was organized by DY Patil Deemed to be University, School of
Law, to upskill and enlighten law students across the country on the topic ‘Importance of
Mooting in Law Schools’followed by the Grand Finale of the 1 st National Online Moot Court
Competition which was scheduled on 27th January 2021 at 3.00 pm. The agenda of the Law
School was to tutor and train budding lawyers to participate and engage themselves in
mooting and give them coaching on putting forth their argumentative points in the scenario of
a courtroom. The session was presided over by respected AKSHAY PAI, Advocate at the
Bombay High Court, in conversation with Adv. Abhilasha Mane (Asst. Professor, School of
Law) gave a brief introduction about the respected guest followed by a Question-Answer
session by Adv. Piyush Maheshwari where the guest of honor would address the queries and
inquisitive questions proposed by the students.

The initial session focussed on sir’s life Journey and his aspiration to be one of the finest
criminal advocates. Sir stressed on various aspects of mooting like researching on the
intricate issues, preparing an argumentative speech, preparing the memorial and its
subsequent format, and also the courage and the opportunity to face the crowd at an initial
level. In law school, Sir indulged himself in various moot court competitions across the
country and the exposure a student can get by facing such a legal framework. Sir also
focussed on the kinds of hurdles and obstacles that a law student usually comes across when
he is exposed to a court scenario without any mooting practice.
Respected Sir further went on to give a vivid outlook on the advantages and benefits of
mooting and how presenting in a court could be similar to present in a moot court. Further,
the webinar was followed by a moot court Finale Round where two teams from different
colleges across the country were tried as opponents and respected Pai Sir was to judge them
on the basis of their mooting skills. During this session, sir threw light on the fact that along
one should be a master of the concerned bare acts when mooting and not only of a particular
section. Also, sir enlightened students on the task and importance of a researcher in a moot
and how his role is significant to the participating team.
This crucial session was attended by our respected Professors of the School of Law, Adv.
Abhilasha Mane, Adv. Piyush Maheshwari &Adv.Ashish Anand. Many budding lawyers and
law students from across the country were present during this informative session to gain
great insights on mooting in a law school.
After the mooting session concluded, the guest of honor had to decide the winning team and
the best researcher on certain criteria put forth by the Organising Committee. In the end, our
respected Professor Adv. Abhilasha Mane, thanked the guest of Honor, for his valuable
inputs in expressing such a knowledgeable and informative session and asked Sir to declare
the winners of the Competition. Finally, Ms. Lavanya Panicker, General Secretary of, School
of Law, expressed her gratitude towards the Organising Committee of the School as well as
the audience for their constant support and encouragement to attend such enriching sessions
by expressing the Vote of Thanks.

Webinar with Adv. Prity Kunwar
March 19, 2021Uncategorized, Webinars

On 8th March 2021, DY Patil Deemed to be University School of Law was pleased to have
Adv. PrityKunwar, Advocate-on-Record for Supreme Court of India and Former Journalist,
an interactive webinar session on the occasion of International Women’s Day. The webinar
was conducted at 3:00 PM via the ZOOM platform. The convenor of the webinar was Adv.
Abhilasha Mane, Assistant Professor, School of Law. Followed by the webinar was the final
round of I National Debate Competition organized by the School of Law.
Adv. Prity had started off her career as a sub-editor for the New Indian Express, then she
worked with The Times of India. It was in the year 2011 that she completed her legal degree
and went for a career in legal practice. Currently, she is an independent practitioner and
advocate-on-record in the Supreme Court of India.
The webinar was based on the topic of “Aspects of Women Empowerment”. While speaking
about the same, Adv. Prity shared her views that how important it is for girls to stand up for

themselves. She believes that with the current increasing numbers of girls taking up the legal
career, it is a sign of positive change coming in the society.
She even shared her thoughts about how internships are extremely necessary for a law student
along with various other activities like moot courts held in the law school. Her advice for all
the law students was to take reading as a habit and research in-depth as much as they can.
The webinar was concluded on a positive note which marked the beginning of the Final
Round of the I National Debate Competition organized by DY Patil Deemed to be University
School of Law. The judge for the competition was Adv. PrityKunwar and the competition
were conducted in two sets with a total of 4 participants. The 4 participants shortlisted were
the top 4 scorers from the preliminary round conducted on 7 th March 2021.
As the competition was concluded the prize winners were announced. The first prize was
bagged by Mr. Nikhil Chaturvedi, the second prize by Ms. Liza Vanjani, and the third prize
by Ms. Chhavi. The prize winners were congratulated for their achievements by Adv. Prity
and wished luck for their future endeavors.

Webinar session on the eve of International Women’s Day
March 19, 2021Uncategorized, Webinars

WEBINAR SESSION ON THE TOPIC ‘ASPECTS OF WOMEN EMPOWERMENT’
“Yes you can do it”
An exclusive webinar session on the eve of International Women’s Day was organized by
DY Patil Deemed to be University, School of Law, on the topic ‘Aspects of Women
Empowerment’ which was scheduled on 08th March 2021 at 3.00 pm in its endeavors to
endow, influence and promote women to participate and authorize themselves into decision
making and powerful delegation in the society. The session was presided over by respected
ISHA BHANDARI, International Social Scientist, Chairperson, DSB Foundation, in
conversation with Adv. Abhilasha Mane (Asst. Professor, School of Law) firstly commended
the School of Law for their high spirit and continuous efforts of imparting education even
during
the
lockdown
through
online
webinars.
The course of the webinar followed a Question-Answer format where the guest of honor
would address the queries and inquisitive questions proposed by our Professor. The initial
session focussed on her life journey and her inspiration to be one of India’s finest powerful
women speakers. Ma’am stressed various aspects like the PAN India campaign and the Army
wives welfare Association where she gained a lot of exposure and courage to talk about the
issues that women usually face. Ma’am started her social career way back in 2006 where she
indulged herself in educating women on cancer. She focussed on the kinds of hurdles and
obstacles that women usually face when she tries to step out of the box and tries to implement
something unusual.

Respected Ma’am further went on to give a vivid outlook of the setup of Indian states and
how our system suppresses women of their rights and the various remedies that need to be
implemented for strengthening them, thereby ensuring healthy progress and development in
all sectors.
Ma’am further threw light on the fact that our country should now be prepared to ensure the
safety and good health of women by formulating various campaigns which would include
women’s safety and women’s health as the primary aspects. She further emphasized on many
of her national and International Campaigns and the milestones achieved on the part of these
campaigns like the “Tree for Life”, and the various UN conventions and conferences that
primarily stated that the Government, as well as domestic bodies, should edify women about
the importance of safety and good health. They should be educated on cancer especially, as it
is on the rise as speculated in the global records. The session went on to be more informative
as she continued to talk about her collaboration with the Madagascar government to educate
women on various health issues. Her focus in the session entirely was on an ‘Integrated
Women Development’ that would not only facilitate the physical progress of women but help
them build a happy, healthy and positive approach to life.
This crucial session was attended by our respected Professors of the School of Law, Adv.
Piyush Maheshwari, Adv. Ashish Anand, and many lawyers and advocates from the Bombay
High Court. Also, law students and professionals from across the country were present during
this informative session to gain great insights into women’s development.
At the end, our respected Professor Adv. Abhilasha Mane, thanked the guest of Honor, for
her valuable inputs in expressing such a knowledgeable and informative session. Finally, Ms.
Lavanya Panicker, General Secretary of, School of Law, expressed her gratitude towards the
Management of the School as well as the audience for their constant support and
encouragement to attend such enriching sessions by delivering the Vote of Thanks.

Webinar on Law as a Successful Career with Respected Adv. Rizwan Merchant
January 5, 2021Uncategorized, Webinars

On 30th December 2020, at 11:00 AM, DY Patil Deemed to be University had conducted an
enlightening Webinar on Law as a Successful Career with Adv. Rizwan Merchant, Criminal
Lawyer and a specialist in laws relating to Exonymic Offences, Money Laundering, and
Writs relating to the enforcement of Fundamental Rights. The convenor of the webinar was
Adv. Abhilasha Amar Mane, Assistant Professor at School of Law.
Adv. Rizwan followed in his father’s footsteps and started his legal studies with a side-byside practice as a stenographer. Staying in courts and observing all the advocates, hearing
them argue helped him learn a lot about the legal field. But he also credits much of this
success to the mistakes made and then lessons learned from them. He always believed in
working alone and after completing his legal studies started his independent practice.
When asked about one of the most challenging cases, he said that it has to be the 1993 Blast
Case. He described it to be one of the finest cases, with the finest of proceedings, the most

formative of Judges, and the finest of prosecution lawyers. During the conduction of this one
trial, the Hon’ble Judge had mastered the CrPC and the sections of TADA and studied each
and every evidence in the most pristine way. The judgment thus passed was so well detailed
and a masterpiece in itself. He had even been appointed as an Amicus Curiae in the 7/11
Blast Case for one accused. The proceedings happened and that accused was the only one of
all the accused who was given acquittal. In the Sanjay Dutt case too of the 1993 Blast Case
too he had represented Sanjay Dutt and succeeded too.
Even his advice to all the young members of the Legal Fraternity is to keep learning. The
internship is an absolute must for a law student. He even stressed the importance of reading.
To dive one’s week, Adv. Rizwan advised the students to spend 1/3 time reading and 2/3
listening to arguments of advocates in courts. Participation in moot courts is also an exercise
which he spoke about as an excellent way of learning how to behave in courts, apply the law,
present the arguments, and argue with the opposite counsel. Anger management is also one of
the most important aspects of developing a healthy personality in court. Banging the table,
arguing, and not hearing the opposite counsel are some traits that are never adored by the
Judges.
On his thoughts about E-Courts, he said that it’s a positive change being seen in the litigation
process. With colleges trying to take studies online it would immensely help the students to
get hands-on with the applicability of the new technology.
Towards the end of the webinar, Ms. Lavanya Panicker, General Secretary of Student
Council spoke a few words about the School of Law followed by a question to Adv. Rizwan,
about the most effective way of giving the most appealing arguments on the court. To this, he
replied that by giving arguments in the most concise manner and speaking only the necessary
facts, one would be able to deliver the most appealing arguments. He even shared his views
on the recent media trials and how these just interfere in the active and healthy functioning of
the court proceedings.
Thereby the webinar came to an end with Adv. Abhilasha Mane proposing the Vote of
Thanks and thanking everyone who participated in the webinar along with Adv. Rizwan
Merchant took time off his busy schedule to share some of his life experiences and advise the
law students for their future ahead.

Webinar on Career in Health Laws and MNC
November 2, 2020Uncategorized, Webinars

Interview Webinar on 28th June 2020
On 28th June 2020, DY Patil Deemed to be University, School of Law under the guidance of
Hon’ble Chancellor Dr. Vijay Patil had organized an informative webinar session “Career in
Health Laws and MNC”. Our guest for the webinar was Mr. Anil Upadhyay, a senior partner
in Arogya Legal and ex in-house counsel of MNC. He has also served as the Director and
Vice-President of the legal operations in Johnson & Johnson. He is an internationally
recommended expert in the field of medical devices, pharmaceutical, and life sciences law.
Anil Sir has about 35 years of experience in the corporate sector and handling corporate
affairs and legal matters. He is an expert in laws concerning regulatory and compliance laws
related to governing business, health care, pharmaceutical, and much more. Sir believes in the
fact that learning is a continuous process and ever since he passed from the law college, till
date he has learned something new almost every day.
Anil sir also acknowledged everyone about the complete field of health laws. Health laws
largely govern areas that comprise of human health and well-being. Areas like medicines

produced by pharmaceuticals, medical devices, clinical trials, vaccines, food for
consumption, and even cosmetics all are controlled by specific laws and government
guidelines following which they have to operate. Even the pricing of necessary medical
objects like masks and sanitizers is regulated under the Drug Price Control Order. In fact,
during this lockdown period, the arena of healthcare laws has widened when even the doctors
are practicing their medical sciences online.
He even commented on the plus point which the younger generation has i.e. a firm hand on
the technology. Using this fruitfully, any law student with hard work can achieve success in
the field of law. Sir also agreed with DY Patil University for their unique pattern of
technological driven study pattern. It is the ability of a person to adapt to changing scenarios
that makes them successful in the long run. He strongly believes that technology will soon
take over all the aspects of law proceedings in India now. He also spoke to students who wish
to join the corporate sector, that they can join the firm at the very entry-level. Then they
should make sure that they familiarise themselves with the laws that govern that very
business, thereby getting their hands on the legal matters of that firm. Another very important
aspect is assessing our own skills and then concluding that where your area of interest lies,
thus pursuing a specialization in it.
Sir also spoke about the importance of an internship for a law student. He said that it helps
them learn about the field from a level zero. When a student after getting the degree joins a
firm, the work that they would have learned during the internship would help them a lot.
Sir summarised by delivering his message to the students, advising them to be patient in this
field. is in this field they be patient they will have both good earnings and good name.

Law Education and Career Opportunities in Defence
September 7, 2020Webinars

DY Patil Deemed to be University, School of Law on the auspicious event of
74thIndependence Day, under the guidance of Hon’ble Chancellor Dr. Vijay Patil, had
organized an interactive webinar session with Hon’ble Lieutenant General Shokin Chauhan.
The webinar was based on the topic of “Law Education & Career Opportunities in Defense”.
Hon’ble vice chancellor Dr. Shirish Patil had also graced the webinar with his presence. The
webinar was brilliantly hosted by Adv. Abhilasha Mane.
Hon. Lt. Gen. Shokin Chauhan is a writer, columnist and a speaker. He is the chairman of
Cease Fire Monitoring Group and has been awarded with various medals like Pratham
VashishtSeva Medal, AtiVashishtSeva Medal, YudhSeva Medal, Sena Medal and
VashishtSeva Medal in service. He has served as Director General of Assam Rifles, India’s
oldest and largest para-military force. He was commissioned into Indian Army in the
11thGorkha Rifles in 1979 and has vast experience of Counter-terrorism operations both in
Kashmir valley and North-East India and as a diplomat in the embassy at Kathmandu. He has
also served as apex level in the ministry of defense.

Gen. Shokin had completed his schooling in Delhi and had then joined the National Defense
Academy in Khadakwasla, Pune. After 4 years of training at the NDA camp, in the year 1979
he was posted as the Second Lieutenant in the 11th Gorkha Rifles. As a part of 11th Gorkha
Rifles, Gen. Shokin even narrated few instances of bonding and unity that the soldiers shared
amongst themselves. The unit was then in Sikkim and were in a fight with the Chinese. But
the tenure was successfully completed and it was made sure that the territories were not
invaded by them. Then he was posted in Bombay, Uri, as an instructor in NDA, then 15 years
in Kashmir, 9 years in North-East. He was then selected to be an advisor at the Indian
Embassy at Kathmandu. He even served in United Nations. After completing 40 years in the
Army, he was selected by the Home Ministry to head the Cease Fire Monitoring Group and
to make sure that peace is maintained in the north eastern part of the nation.
He also shared his experience as the Head of Counter terrorism operations in Kashmir and
north-east. he explained to us that unlike at border where we can use our complete power to
fight the enemy, in fighting terrorism minimum force has to be used, as such terrorist go into
hiding in a civilian’s home. To make sure that no civilians are harmed, very consciously and
safely steps have to be taken. The sole motto is to ensure that maximum number of lives are
saved.
He spoke about the military laws, their nature and differences from civilian laws. The life of a
military man is more disciplined, strict and secretive than a civilian’s life. It is in such a way
to ensure that the nations security and safety is maintained. While speaking about the same he
even mentioned that a lawyer can become a military lawyer. Defense employs almost 10-15
lawyers every year and any citizen who has done law, fits the age criteria, the physical fitness
parameters, can be a military lawyer. Their role is to interpret the law and make sure that it is
maintained in its majesty. Gen. Shokin even explained the laws which prevail during a war
and said that these would mainly be the same for the armed forces.
For becoming a law-abiding citizen, Gen. Shokin shared few words of wisdom. He said that
always follow your conscience. Work hard, study hard and there is no need to get into
complex issues. If followed so, then one will be a very law-abiding citizen and an asset for
the nation.
He also spoke about the importance of discipline. Without discipline a person is nothing.
One’s body and mind should always be disciplined. He advised the students present to be
very clear in their mind that with what purpose have they come in this world and then try to
fulfill it passionately and discipline is going to help in doing so.

Webinar on Environmental law and Animal Protection
September 7, 2020Webinars
DY Patil Deemed to be University, School of Law took immense pleasure and pride in
welcoming Smt. Maneka Sanjay Gandhi, Chairperson PFA, animal rights activist, and
environmentalist, for an interactive webinar session. The webinar was conducted on the zoom
platform on 21st august and the event was also graced by Hon’ble Chancellor Dr. Vijay Patil
and his daughter Miss. Rajlakshmi Patil, founder of D-Cal and a young environmentalist. The
event was gorgeously anchored by Adv. Abhilasha Amar Mane.

Maneka Sanjay Gandhi is an Indian politician, animal rights activist, and environmentalist.
She is a member of the Lok Sabha, the lower house of the Indian parliament. She is the
widow of Indian politician Sanjay Gandhi. She has authored a number of books in the areas
of
etymology,
law,
and
animal
welfare.
She spoke about the importance of environmental protection by stating numerous examples
of how simple and subtle Animalia and plants make a huge difference to the balance in the
eco-system. She stressed the importance of street dogs and how once when a police officer in
Gujarat killed them all in a region, the population of rats exponentially increased and lead to
cases of plague coming up in the region. She even shared information about the ecological
balance that snakes maintain in the environment and help the farmers get naturally rid of the
pests
that
destroy
the
crops
in
the
crop
field.
Even Rajlaksmi had a conversation with Smt. Gandhi on the decreasing number of
mangroves, how it is degrading the marine life and leading to the increasing number of floods
along the coastlines. Smt. Gandhi also guided the youth to lead a life full of compassion for
the environment and nature and advised Rajlakshmi to contribute to the volunteers who are
feeding the street dogs during the pandemic. She also advised Dr. Vijay Patil to support
budding environmentalist, and even introduce a stream for environmental studies.
The event was thus concluded with Adv. Abhilasha thanking Smt. Maneka for gracing the
university with her presence.

Webinar Law Education and Women Empowerment
September 7, 2020School Updates, Webinars
On 14th August 2020, DY Patil Deemed to be University, School of Law had invited Adv.
Vandana Chavan for an interactive webinar session. The topic of discussion for the webinar
was law education and women empowerment. For the webinar we even had Chancellor Dr.
Vijay Patil as a panelist and the interview was hosted by Adv. Abhilasha Amar Mane.
Adv. Vandana Chavan is a member of Rajya Sabha for her second term and is currently
serving as a member of the committee for Human Resource Development. She was also a
member of the Railways Convention Committee, committee for Motor Vehicles Amendment
Bill, committee for Science, Technology, Environment and Forest, committee member for
Coal and Mine Amendment Bill, Women Empowerment Committee and member of
Parliamentary Forum on Water Conservation and Management. She was the mayor of Pune
Municipal Corporation in 1997. She is a well-known writer and her creations have been
appreciated well across the country. The topics were law of cruelty, abetment of suicide,
dowry death. She has been a guest lecturer at various international forums held in Spain,
Sydney, Germany, Australia and various topics like Women and Local Governance, Women
and Environment, Women Political power, Next generation leadership and many more.
Adv. Chavan was an advocate in the High Court of Mumbai and was into civil and family
laws. She was a second-generation lawyer and her dad was also a very famous criminal

advocate. In 8 years, she had built her repertoire and was one of the two only female
advocates in the High Court. Then before the 72nd amendment of Indian Constitution, Mr.
Sharad Pawar (then CM of Maharashtra), brought in 30% reservation for women in the local
governments. She was approached for as a candidate of the elections of her ward and that’s
how her journey in politics started.
Her message to young girls who join the legal field, was to never allow anyone to stop them
in their path. she was one of the only 2 women criminal advocates in Shivaji Nagar Court and
there were instances when she felt gender biasness but she never allowed this to be a
hindrance in her path. Her confidence and feeling of fighting for our own rights was
inculcated in only because of the background and family in which she was raised. Her father
was also an advocate and always treated girl and boy alike. Fighting all the problems coming
in our way rather than giving an excuse about it is her motto.
She also passed a message to parents who think that law is not a career for women. Society
usually questioned a girl who thought of becoming a lawyer but now the times have changed.
The number of girls now joining law have increased. Right now, the competition has
increased even in the legal education sector. If one really wants to make their daughter
independent, capable, and empowered then they should allow them to choose the career they
want to take.
She strongly supports women education. During her tenure as a Municipal Corporator she
observed that till 8th standard girls would study in the municipal schools and after that when
they would have to change the school according to then education policy, parents would not
allow it and would rather get her married. This stand she had been constantly speaking about
that a government school should be continued till 10th standard and then soon the education
policies were merged and a girl child education was made compulsory till 10 th standard.
The event was then concluded with a warm vote of thanks by Adv. Abhilasha Mane.

Webinar on LAW AS A CAREER by Mr. Rohan Deshpande Council The Bombay
High Court
August 10, 2020School Updates, Webinars
On 19th July 2020 DY Patil Deemed to be University, SCHOOL OF LAW organized an
informative webinar Session with Mr. Rohan Deshpande on the topic WEBINAR AS LAW
AS A CAREER in conversation with Adv. Abhilasha Mane. The webinar was conducted on
the ZOOM platform, at 4:00 PM.

Mr. Rohan Deshpande is a council at The Bombay High Court. He has graduated LLB from
Symbiosis Law School, Pune. He has also done his LLM in Competition law and policy from
the London School Of Politics And Political Science. He practices at The Bombay High
Court and commercial tribunals in Mumbai. Apart from Mumbai he also appears before The
Hon Supreme Court, the Goa bench of Bombay high court, and other courts and tribunals
including the national company law appellate tribunal. He has handled and appeared in
various white-collar crime defense including cases like economic offenses, fraud,
immigration restrictions. In college days he has won various national negotiation
competitions. DY Patil Deemed to be University School of Law was honored to welcome
him for a webinar session on Law As A Career and also as a Judge For the National
Negotiation Competition.
Respected Deshpande sir shared his life experience and his journey from law student to a
successful council of the Bombay high court wherein he said that he was a recent pass out of
2016 batch from Symbiosis Law school Pune, and he is a first-generation lawyer from his
family. He believed that the 5-year law course is a very formative journey wherein one can
find their footing and choose what one wants to do, he has tried to explore as many
opportunities he also stated comment that it’s very important for a budding lawyer to explore
as many as avenues as much one can and totally throw oneself in the field of law. he also
mentioned that It is very important for a law student to get into all legal competitions like
Moot Courts, negotiations, Client Counselling, Mediations etc, which given an experience as
well as exposure to the basic law field. He has been as a council at Bombay High Court for
Good 4 four years in his gown and he’s enjoying his profession very much. He also shared
some insight and his expertise in law as a conventional career. He also highlighted the fact
that internships are very necessary for law students as it helps them grow mentally and
undertaking commercial practice with law firm will train one for all the challenges. If one is
interested in law but equally interest in business studies can take up MBA and follow their
passion, so it’s all about the experience. He also said that for students it is very important to
understand the seriousness of internship and practice.

